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INTRODUC T ION
‘…a veritable symphony of pleasures. Scotland Street Press is
to be congratulated upon reaching another great milestone in its
short, but exhilarating history.’
- The Broughton Spurtle 2020
Founded in 2014 in Scotland Street, Edinburgh,
the Press was set up on the proceeds of a literary
biography. Chasing Lost Time: The Life of C.K.
Scott Moncrieff, Soldier, Spy, and Translator was
published by Chatto and Windus in the U.K. and
by Farrar, Straus and Giroux in the U.S. However
the Scottish translator of Proust had his own
stories published by T.S. Eliot in the 1920s and
these are collected in our first publication - ANT
(page 10). Like him, we care about literature.
We are committed to developing a publishing
house that helps promote Scotland as a distinctive
creative voice in the world. It is regional (based
in Edinburgh), national (sells in bookshops
throughout the country) and international. We are
now distributed throughout the US and Canada
through IPG in Chicago.
Historically Scotland has always had an
international outlook. This is our first themed

publication year with 'International Women
2021' Our six new books published this year are
by women from Canada, South Africa, India, the
US and Scotland. This brings our collection of
poetry, memoir, history and fiction by both men
and women up to thirty-eight publications.
We are keen to create books that not only read
well but look beautiful; we aim to combine the
visual design, binding, and cover with the literary
merit of the contents. Our team of designers and
printers work closely with the editorial team to
ensure that the themes of the book are translated
into a tangible aesthetic.
We hope our books liven your minds and hearts
and inspire you to great things. There are often up
to four of us in the office and we work hard on
few resources.
Jean Findlay, Founder, Head of Publishing
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Marjorie's Journey - On a mission of her own
Ailie Cleghorn
I N TERNATIONA L WOMEN'S SER I ES - MEMOI R - F EBUA RY 2021
'[Marjorie’s] life and her own words bring
us intimately into a very special world, one
that was initially dangerous for her and the
children, but which, in the end, and because
of Marjorie’sdetermination to provide each
one a happy childhood, became a safe and
loving one.'

Against the frightening backdrop of World War II, a young Scottish woman
took ten children by ship through the waters of the Atlantic from Scotland
to South Africa, where she set up a home for them called Bairnshaven. An
unusual portrayal of motherhood, nuclear family and love, Marjorie's story
comes to life through diary pages, letters, telegrams and photographs. This
true story is a fresh take on the role that women played during the war,
highlighting the strength and courage shown, and focusing on hope and
unconditional kindness.

Paperback 130x198mm
Pages 152
ISBN 978-1-910895-47-4
£9.99
Rights: world

AILIE CLEGHORN is professor emerita from Concordia University in
Montreal. As a comparative sociologist of education her research took her
to several African still-developing primary and pre-primary school settings,
which neatly ties in with Marjorie’s story, who herself was a Montessori
trained teacher. Ailie was born and raised in Canada, however, her mother
was from Scotland
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A Song To Keep - A kinship of poems and drawings
Poetry by Olivia Findlay - Artwork by Domenica De Ferranti
I N TERNATIONA L WOMEN'S SER I ES - P OET RY - MAY 2021
Sweet Blood
On heaven’s side- against ourselves- we have fought
soaked in sweats of righteous thunder
with which we bloodied each other
ever so tenderly
And though it never seemed enough
when the world stood against it
this love has kept up- the most intimate of wars
Through all these creaking years
This is a collection permeated with nostalgia and loss; songs of an immigrant
community alienated in their own land, but pierced with fierce hope, faith in
redemption, and a determination that we should all belong which perhaps
only the dispossessed can give voice to.
OLIVIA FINDLAY was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1986. She
lived in Jo’burg and made her mark in the fashion industry in the country.
This first collection is influenced by her personal relationships with family
and friends and the natural beauty of the Scottish Highlands where she
lives.

Hardback 180x240mm
80 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-53-5
£19.99
Rights: World

DOMENICA DE FERRANTI’S work is mainly sculptural. She
uses various materials, predominantly wood and bronze, to explore her
understanding of humans, animals and trees as archetypal figures.
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Restricted Movement
Poetry by Traci O'Dea - Artwork by Tommy O'Dea
I N TERNATIONA L WOMEN'S SER I ES - P OET RY - JU NE 2021
Restricted Movement

No one can tell my dad what he can’t do.
You’d think he’d be the one most used to it,
but prison didn’t break him, only made
him value freedom more. He disappears
for weeks, to prove the rules do not apply
to him. Each time, my heart sours like milk,
fizzes like algae atop a stagnant pond.
Neighbours ask if he’s okay. I lie
and say he’s fine, or maybe it’s a prayer.
I try to remember what it was like before,
what I worried about. Earlier still,
my whole childhood he spent in jail. I slept
just fine back then. I never dreamt of him.
You’d think I’d be the one most used to it.
This explosive collection of poems documents life as a daughter trying to
support her artist father who is overseas struggling with dementia and
drug addiction during a pandemic. Interspersed with the frantic cycle
of overdoses, escapes from care, disappearances and urgent international
phone calls are moments of reflection on her father's artwork and her
seaside surroundings.

Paperback 130x198mm
112 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-52-8
£9.99
Rights: World

TRACI O’DEA is a poetry editor for the literary journals Smartish Pace
and MOKO: Caribbean Arts & Letters. Her poems have been published
in Poetry Daily, Literary Matters, 32 Poems, The Jersey Evening Post and
elsewhere. This collection is published with the support of ArtHouse Jersey.
Self-taught, visionary artist TOMMY O’DEA uses art as part of his
recovery from addiction. He refers to himself as a “glue artist,” layering
glues and epoxies, creating richly textured surfaces often augmented with
acrylic paint, sea glass and glitter.
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Patient Dignity
Poetry by Dr Bashabi Fraser, CBE - Artwork by Vibha Pankaj
I N TERNATIONA L WOMEN'S SER I ES - P OET RY - JU LY 2021
We Will Meet Again
We will meet again
Not because a hurricane
Has driven us indoors
And brought havoc in its trail
But as we seek to hide
From an unseen foe
That lurks in the streets outside.
Patient Dignity is a transnational collection of 'Pandemic Poems' and
paintings that, among other things, compares India with Scotland. Vibha's
paintings go hand in hand with Bashabi's evocative poetry.
DR BASHABI FRASER, CBE is an award winning poet, Professor
Emerita of English and Creative Writing, Director of the Scottish Centre
of Tagore Studies (ScoTs), Editor-in-Chief at Gitanjali and Beyond,
Honorary Fellow for the Centre for South Asian Studies at the University
of Edinburgh and declared and 'Outstanding Women of Scotland' by
Saltire Society in 2015.

Paperback 130x198mm
112 pages
Rights: World
ISBN 978-1-910895-54-2
£9.99

VIBHA PANKAJ is an Edinburgh artist. Born in India, she has lived in
Scotland for over 20 years. Her art reflects the landscapes of her feelings
and memories – both real and imagined – from her childhood to the
present – from Himalayas to Scottish hills – from everlasting benevolence
of nature. She uses colour and texture to create these narratives.
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Firkin & the Grey Gangsters
Ann Scott-Moncrieff
I N TERNATIONA L WOMEN'S SER I ES - CHI L DR EN' S STOR I ES - J U LY 2 021

F I R K I N
‘Sandy had never felt so wide awake. He contemplated the vast milky blue pond of the sky.
The crescent moon, he thought, writhed in it
like a little silver fish. How he would like to
pin it down with his strong beak!’

&
THE
GREY
GANGSTERS
and other stories

Firkin and the Grey Gangsters is a collection of four tales in which animals
are the heroes.
Firkin and the Grey Gangsters was in 1936 a metaphor for the fear of takeover
by corporate America – Firkin is a young red squirrel who leads his people
in a battle against a horde of grey squirrel invaders from America. Firkin
speaks in Scots.
The Sheep who wasn’t a Sheep is about the thoughts going through the head
of a sheep, swimming between one Outer Isle and the other.
The White Drake is a farmyard drake in Perthshire learning about flying.

ANN SCOTT-MONCRIEFF
Illustrated by Rojan

Paperback 198x130mm
170 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-15-3
£9.99
Rights: available

ANN SCOTT-MONCRIEFF was born in Orkney in 1914 and died in
Nairn in 1943. During her short life she was a journalist, writer and a
poet who was immortalized by Edwin Muir in his poem ‘To Ann’. This
is a republication for school-age children of a neglected, talented Scottish
female writer of the 1930s.
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The Hat Jewel - A Novel Set In History
Jean Findlay
I N TERNATIONA L WOMENS SER I ES - F ICT ION - DECEMBER 2021
Reviews for previous work:
Jean Findlay assembles a fascinating man
from a strange collection of fragments with
style, fittingly enough, and wit.

- Ian Bell The Herald
‘. . . first-rate, playful, moving ' - The Times
'Elegant and even-handed biography.'

- The Wall Street Journal
George Heriot, jeweller to King James VI, moves with the Court from Edinburgh
to London to take over the English throne. It is 1603. Life is a Babel of languages

and glittering new wealth. James gives Shakespeare his first secure position. To calm

the perfidious religious tensions in the country, he commissions his translation of
the Bible. He creates the Union Jack, called after himself. George becomes wealthier

than the king as he sets a fashion for hat jewels and mingles with Drummond of
Hawthornden, Ben Johnson, Inigo Jones and the mysterious ambassador Luca Von

Hardback 130x198mm
250 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-55-9
£15.99
Rights: World

Modrich....However both king and courtier bow before the phenomenal power
invested in their wives.

Winner: Hawthornden Fellowship 2018, Lavigny International Writer's
Fellowship 2019

JEAN FINDLAY is the author of Chasing Lost Time – the Life of CK Scott Moncrieff,

Soldier, Spy and Translator published in 2014 by Chatto and Windus, London, and
by FSG, New York.

Image courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.
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The Purified
C.F Peterson
CRIME NOVEL - SEP TEMBER 2021
'...beautiful writing about landscape, about
cruelty, about loyalty,'
-Criminal Minds
Errant Blood heralds the appearance of an
entertaining and thought provoking new
voice in Scottish writing - one who knows
how to keep the reader turning the page.

-Alistair Braidwood, Scots Whay
The long anticipated sequel to Errant Blood, C K Peterson brings us a new
crime thriller set in the scottish Highlands. Eamon’s newfound happiness
is shattered by the kind of murder that the government doesn’t want to
believe happens anymore. Detective Maclean thinks he has the killer, but
something worse than a body has been found beneath the waters of The
Minch, something that should never have been brought to the surface, and
now it is not just TV crews that are watching the village.
This novel is the second in a series set in and around the village of Duncul.
C. F. PETERSON was born in Inverness. He lived in Africa and worked
in bio-chemistry before returning home to the Scottish Highlands where
he runs a design and construction company. He is married and has five
children.

Paperback 130 x 198mm
250 Pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-56-6
£9.99
Rights: World

Cover art & illustrations by CLAIRE GALBRAITH, black & white
linocuts throughout.
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2020 CURRENT TITLES
FICTION - POETRY - ANTHOLO GY - TR ANSL ATION - CHILDREN'S STORIES
Wilson’s Ornithology
and Burds in Scots

Edward Kane and the
Parlour Maid Murderer
Ross Macfarlane QC
December 2020
'Transport yourself back to
19th Century Edinburgh
for a truly gripping read,'
'Fabulous…in the tradition
of Robert Louis Stevenson'
- The Scotsman
Novel- Hardback - 156x234mm - 336 pages ISBN 978-1-910895-48-1 £19.99
Paperback- ISBN 978-1-910895-49-8 £9.99
Rights: available

Alindarka's Children

Hamish Macdonald

Febuary 2020
‘Hamish MacDonald is yin
o oor finest Scots writers. He
has been scrievin and fechtin
for the leid for a lang time.’
- Matthew Fitt

Poetry- Paperback - 130x198mm - 100 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-39-9 £9.99
Rights: available

ABOARD THE

B
U
L
G
E
R

Alhierd Bacharevič

September 2020
‘Kafkaesque with elements
of cyberpunk’
- New Eastern Europe
Longlisted for the Republic
of Consciesness prize 2021
Novel- Paperback - 188 pages - 130x198mm
ISBN 978-1-910895-40-5 £11.99
e-book ISBN 978-1-910895-51-1
Rights: available

ANN SCOTT-MONCRIEFF
IIlustrated by C L Davidson

Aboard The Bulger

Ann Scott Moncrieff
IDENTITY GUIDELINES
2016

October 2020
‘All ages will enjoy this
first-class voyage...
The Bulger takes us all off
the beaten track’.
- The Glasgow Herald,
1936

Children's Novel- Paperback - 198x130mm
200 pages ISBN 978-1-910895-16-0 £9.99
Audiobook also available
Rights: available
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2020 /19 CURRENT/ BACKLIST TITLES
FICTION - POETRY - ANTHOLO GY - TR ANSL ATION - CHILDREN'S STORIES
Declarations on
Freedom An Anthology
May 2020
‘It is in truth not for glory,
nor riches, nor honours,
that we are fighting, but for
freedom - for that alone,
which no honest man gives
up but with his life’
- Declaration of Arbroath
1320
Anthology - Paperback - 130x198mm - 187 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-42-9 £9.99
Rights: available

66 The House That
Viewed The World

December 2019
‘... how lives interconnect,
how rich and complex life
is in this sometimes shy
and reticent city. Not for a
moment does our interest
flag. This is who we are, even
if we have never entered the
door of No. 66.’
- Alexander McCall Smith
Historical - Paperback - 156x234mm - 300 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-41-2 £9.99
Rights: World rights

Aspects of Edinburgh
Stewart Conn

June 2019
‘Scotland Street Press
have produced a pocket
inspiration for our own
impressions of Old Town
and New. Everyone who
loves Edinburgh will
cherish this book.’
Poetry- Paperback- 130x198mm - 56 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-28-3 £9.99
Rights: available

From Corsets to
Communism
Jenny Robertson
April 2019
‘I had only one eye, I was
hungry and cold, yet I
wanted to live... so that I
could tell it all just as I’ve
told you.’
- From Zofia Nalkowska’s
Medallions (1947).
Biography- Paperback - 234x153mm - 260 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-32-0 £12.99
Rights: available
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BACKLIST TITLES
FICTION - POETRY - ANTHOLO GY - TR ANSL ATION - ART
CHILDREN'S STORIES - BIO GR APHY - HISTORY - MEMOIR
Mrs Winchester's Gun
Club

Inside & Out
Christian Small

Douglas Bruton

March 2019
Art Paperback
210x230mm
108 pages ISBN
978-1-910895-36-8
£19.99
Rights: available

August 2019
Fiction Paperback 130x198mm
283 pages £9.99
ISBN 978-1-910895-24-5
Rights: available

Black Snow Falling
L.J. MacWhirter

July 2018
YA Novel 198x130mm 228
pages Rights: available
HB ISBN 978-1-910895-21-4
£12.99
SB ISBN 978-1-910895-31-3
£9.99
eBook (available on Kindle)

A Large Czeslaw
Milosz with a Dash of
Elvis Presley
Tania Skarynkina

August 2018
Essays Paperback 130x198mm
190 pages ISBN 978-1910895-22-1 £9.99
Rights: available

AUNTIE
ROBBO

ANN SCOTT-MONCRIEFF

IIlustrated by Christopher Brooker

Auntie Robbo

Ann Scott Moncrieff
May 2019

Children's fiction
Paperback 198x130mm
200 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-14-6
£9.99
Rights: available

The Mystery of the
Raddlesham Mumps Murray
Lachlan Young
August 2018
Poetry 239x155mm
170 pages £8.99
SB ISBN 978-1-910895-15-3
HB ISBN 978-1-910895-26-9
£12.99
Rights: available
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BACKLIST TITLES
FICTION - POETRY - ANTHOLO GY - TR ANSL ATION - ART
CHILDREN'S STORIES - BIO GR APHY - HISTORY - MEMOIR
FOX

The Sweet Pea Man

October 2018

September 2017

Anthony Gardener
Fiction Paperback 130x198mm
346 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-29-0
£9.99 Rights: available

It Takes a Lifetime to
Become Yourself
Kay Carmichael

edited by David Donnison

October 2017
Memoir Paperback
198x130mm
280 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-17-7
£9.99 Rights: available

Graham Martin

Biography Hardback
226x156mm
400 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-18-4
£24.99
Rights: available

Freedom Found
Sara Trevelyan

March 2017
Paperback 198x130mm
321 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-07-8
£10.99 Rights: available
eBook (available on Kindle)

Three Plays

ANT

December 2015
Plays Paperback 198x130mm
171 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-01-6
£10.00 Rights: available

Anthology Hardback
206x135mm
224 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-00-9
£15.00 Rights: available

Jean Findlay

C K Scott Moncrieff
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BACKLIST TITLES
FICTION - POETRY - ANTHOLO GY - TR ANSL ATION - ART
CHILDREN'S STORIES - BIO GR APHY - HISTORY - MEMOIR
Nine Months in Tibet
Rupert Wolfe Murray

August 2016
Travel Memoir
Paperback 153x232mm
380 pages £12.99
ISBN 978-1-910895-03-0
Rights: sold to Serbia, India,
Nepal, Sri Lanka

Errant Blood
C F Peterson

March 2017
Crime Novel Paperback
198x130mm 236 pages
ISBN 978-1-910895-06-1
£9.99 Rights: available

MacSonnetries
Petra Reid

October 2017
Poetry Paperback 137x107mm
160 pages £9.99
ISBN 978-1-910895-13-9
Rights: available
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Distribution in UK:

Distribution in Canada and the United States by

BookSource

Independent Publishers Group

50 Cambuslang Road

814 N Franklin St

Cambuslang
Glasgow
G32 8NB

100, Chicago, IL 60610,
United States
Website: ipgbook.com

Telephone: 0845 370 0063
Website: www.booksource.net
For the best deals and updates purchase our books online from:
www.scotlandstreetpress.com

For more information, interview requests, or review
copies please get in touch at:

info@scotlandstreetpress.com
scotlandstreetpress.com
© Scotland Street Press

@ScotStreetPress

Rep : Don Morrison. Email: donmo@blueyonder.co.uk Mobile: 07774 604569

